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ABSTRACT 
 

 The gradual diffusion of apparently cost-effective energy-efficiency technologies, known as 

the energy paradox, has long perplexed policy makers.  Many of the explanations, such as 

information asymmetries, behavioral failures, and barriers to financing, are theoretically related 

to firm size, but a definitive connection has yet to be made.  The Industrial Assessment Center 

database provides data on thirty years of industrial energy efficiency audits, and is used in this 

paper to test if size affects the choices available to, and the decisions made by, small and 

medium sized firms.  Plant level fixed effects logit models and pooled logistic regression models 

are used to examine the effect of employee size on plant managers’ energy-efficiency decision-

making after an energy audit.  The evidence suggests that size has a small but significant effect 

on adopting a recommendation for plants that are very small or very large in relation to the rest 

of the sample.  Costs of efficiency improvements are more burdensome for very small plants, but 

increases in predicted savings are make improvements more attractive to small plants in relation 

to large ones.  Overall, the reduction in the likelihood that a plant will adopt a recommendation 

due to an increase in payback period (cost/savings) is greater for smaller plants than larger 

plants.  While this suggests that market barriers are larger for the smallest plants, they explain 

only a small part of the energy paradox. 
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Introduction  

 With the political death of the Waxman-Markey Climate Change Bill in the U.S. 

Senate which would have established a cap and trade regime to limit greenhouse gas 

(ghg) emissions, policy makers have adopted a less ambitious approach to encouraging 

carbon abatement, focused more and more on energy-efficiency gains.  One of President 

Obama’s goals in the Blueprint for a Secure Energy Future (a document that details the 

White House’s energy policy in a post-cap and trade bill world) is, “Cut energy bills with 

more efficient homes and buildings” (White House, 2011).  Many academic and technical 

studies have made the claim that there are widespread gains to be made in the energy 

efficiency of our building stock with positive net present values.  An often cited paper by 

McKinsey & Co, a consultancy, claims that if the United States adopted a complete and 

holistic approach to energy efficiency, it could save $1.2 trillion in energy savings for an 

upfront cost of $520 billion by 2020, which would reduce end-use consumption by 9.1 

quadrillion BTUs (23 percent) and abate 1.1 gigatons of ghg annually.  3,650 trillion 

BTUs of that abatement (40 percent) are predicted to come from the nation’s 330,000 

industrial enterprises (McKinsey, 2009). 

 Claims of substantial positive net present value (NPV) energy efficiency gains 

that go unadopted are nothing new, nor are explanations why adoption of this technology 

has consistently lagged behind engineers’ predictions, often taking years or decades to 

become commonplace.  This phenomenon, known as the ‘energy paradox’ (Jaffe, 1994), 

has inspired a myriad of explanations, many of which are related to the level of resources 

available to decision makers.  For industrial plant managers, a lack of credit, manpower, 

and knowledge—all factors that are scarcer in smaller plants—are often hypothesized as 

a barrier for making of energy efficiency improvements.  Whether or not smaller plants 
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are less likely to adopt positive NPV has not been explored in any data driven manner, 

however.   

The US Department of Energy has operated the Industrial Assessment Center 

(IAC) program since 1974 with the goal of providing knowledge based assistance in the 

form of energy audits free of charge to small and medium sized industrial plants.  Using 

the data from the follow-up of these audits, this paper will seek to answer whether size 

plays an important role in what energy efficiency options are available to plant managers 

and on the decision to adopt improvements.  Knowing if size is a key determinant in 

making energy efficiency improvements is not only important in making decisions on 

how to allocate government energy efficiency assistance (through programs like IAC or 

more direct subsidies, tax breaks, or loan programs), but it is also an important political 

question due to small businesses’ status as a politically protected class.  If energy 

efficient improvements are less able to be made by smaller businesses, future policy that 

rewards gains in energy efficiency could put small businesses at a disadvantage. 

Background 

The most popular explanations for the existence of the energy paradox 

concentrate on a variety of market failures and barriers that prevent firms or individuals 

from making what, in the eyes of engineers, are relatively safe and lucrative capital 

investments.  Briefly, this literature has identified energy market failures (energy is 

priced too low to capture the externalities of wasted energy-efficiency), capital market 

failures (liquidity constraints prevent actors from taking up investments with a positive 

net present value, but high initial costs), innovation market failures (R&D and learning-

by-doing spillovers), information problems (actors lack the knowledge or experience to 
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take advantage of energy-efficiency gains), capacity barriers (actors lack the technical 

skills or manpower required to install and maintain energy efficient procedures or 

devices),  and behavioral failures (which focuses on bounded rationality, prospect theory, 

and heuristic decision making1) (Gillinhgam 2009).  Alternately, some explanations 

question the accuracy of the projected savings, suggesting that estimates by engineers 

often overestimate energy savings or do not account for all costs, such as capital stock 

replacement or the risks involved in making a large capital investment, as well as 

heterogeneity in energy users (Jaffe 2004, Jaccard 2010). 

 Policies designed to deal with these market failures have occasionally tried to deal 

with energy, capital, and innovation market failures with subsidies and low interest 

financing, but these types of policies are expensive and as such are only likely to be 

funded in bursts.2  Furthermore, these policies are not always effective at increasing 

participation since they do not distinguish between investments that would have been 

made without the program, and so they end up crowding out private investment or 

financing.  Information programs can often serve as cheaper alternatives that focus more 

on the information and behavioral problems.  They can take various forms, but the two 

most common are product labeling and energy audits.  Product labeling, like the Federal 

Government’s Energy Star, are generally targeted at appliances or lighting and requires 

that consumers are both aware of what the label means and will then change their 

purchasing decisions accordingly.  An energy audit is an inspection of the building, any 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Bounded	  rationality	  suggests	  that	  rational	  actors	  face	  cognitive	  constraints	  in	  processing	  a	  large	  
amount	  of	  information,	  heuristic	  decision	  making	  suggests	  actors	  use	  a	  strategy	  to	  choose	  an	  option	  
that	  does	  not	  conform	  with	  utility	  maximizing	  behavior	  (for	  instance,	  eliminating	  all	  
recommendations	  above	  a	  certain	  cost),	  while	  prospect	  theory	  predicts	  that	  actors	  are	  risk	  averse	  
when	  it	  comes	  to	  gains	  but	  risk	  seeking	  with	  respect	  to	  losses.	  	  
2	  For	  instance,	  $16.8	  billion	  was	  made	  available	  for	  the	  Department	  of	  Energy’s	  Office	  of	  Energy	  
Efficiency	  and	  Renewable	  Energy	  under	  ARRA,	  but	  that	  is	  unlikely	  to	  be	  renewed	  in	  future	  budgets	  
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industrial processes and the energy use history (using prior energy bills) by an efficiency 

expert (usually an engineer for commercial or industrial audits) in order to identify any 

efficiency gains with a positive NPV that the owner either was unaware of or did not 

have the ability to judge the worth of.  In theory, an audit is most valuable when a 

building owner or industrial manager either lacks basic knowledge of energy efficiency 

measures or does not have the expertise to evaluate the risk in adopting certain 

technologies.  For most of the past two decades, labeling has been limited to appliances 

(this is not limited to consumer appliances, however, as a few industrial appliances like 

industrial boilers, heat pumps, and commercial water heaters have energy star programs) 

while audits have had buildings and industrial processes to themselves.  The DOE has 

recently expanded the Energy Star program to industrial processes with the Energy Star 

Challenge for Industry, which certifies that an industrial plant or firm has achieved a 10% 

energy reduction in their industrial processes and then allows that plant to advertise its 

accomplishment under the Energy Star name (DOE, 2010).  The program is entirely 

voluntary, but DOE will help any participants meet their goal by providing advice, often 

in the form of an audit. 

One of the most established audit programs is the US Department of Energy’s 

Industrial Assessment Centers (IAC) program which have given audits free of charge to 

small and medium sized industrial plants since 1974.  In order to qualify for such an 

audit, which are performed by faculty and students from one of 31 engineering schools 

across the country, a plant must meet three of the four qualifications: 

-Have gross annual sales of $100 million or less 

-Consume energy at a cost between $100,000 and $2.5 million per year 
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-Employ no more than 500 people 

-Have no technical staff whose primary duty is energy analysis (Mueller 2004) 

Assessments are very thorough, with energy bills being analyzed before a one-day site 

visit.  After the visit, a written report is submitted with several written recommendations, 

as well as estimates for their cost, savings, and payback.  After a six to nine month 

period, the IAC contacts the plant and asks how many of the recommendations have been 

implemented. 

 Since 1980, all relevant data (except for location any more specific than state) has 

been recorded in the IAC database, which now comprises 13,819 assessments and 88,248 

recommendations.  The IAC database is a unique tool not only because of the large 

amount of data available, but also because of the level of detail offered, such as revenue, 

plant size and type, the cost of each type of energy and its total use, the type of 

recommendations made, their predicted costs and savings, and adoption.  As will be 

expounded upon, while every recommendation has a positive expected value, only just 

over 50% are ever implemented, which makes the database a particularly attractive tool 

to study the energy paradox.  Very few scholarly works have made use of the IAC 

database, the main findings of interest being that up front cost is a much more important 

predictor of implementation than potential savings (Anderson and Newell 2004) and that 

the variance of payback of the category of recommendation will negatively affect 

adoption rate (Muthulingam 2008). 

 In neither study was the effect of the size of the plant given much attention, even 

though it could be theoretically important for a number of reasons.  First, for reasons 

related to corporate governance and life expectancy, smaller firms may have less access 
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to financing and thus capital investments may be constrained (Ang 1991).  Second, it is 

likely that smaller firms have less knowledge and expertise and may have fewer staff 

available to analyze and implement improvements, suggesting that bounded rationality 

may be a more common source of market failures in smaller plants.  Third, if upfront 

costs are more important than return on investment, and some improvements have high 

fixed costs, then smaller firms might be less able or willing to adopt them.  Finally, the 

effect of environmental regulation on small businesses is a politically sensitive topic, and 

there are hurdles built into the federal regulatory landscape that make allowances for 

regulations that would otherwise have a disproportionate burden on small businesses 

make accommodations for them.  For these reasons, this study plans to explore if and 

how the size of a plant affects how its plant manager weighs costs, savings, payback 

periods, and zero-cost recommendations while deciding to follow or reject the advice of 

and IAC assessment in order see if larger plant size is conducive to making energy 

efficient improvements. 

The effect of size on adoption of energy saving measures could have a very real 

impact on how policy is designed in the future.  Currently, most energy efficiency 

programs that concentrate on industrial processes (like the Energy Star Challenge for 

Industry) are purely voluntary, but other countries (particularly in Western Europe and 

Japan) have implemented industrial energy efficiency plans under the threat of regulation 

or taxes that have achieved much higher participation and results (Price and Worrell 

2005).  If such policies that more aggressively force industry to resolve the energy 

paradox were to be enacted in the United States, any regulations would have to comply 

with the Regulatory Flexibility Act, which requires federal agencies to analyze the impact 
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of their regulatory proposals on small entities and analyze effective alternatives that 

minimize small entity impacts (SBA 2010).  Even if stronger regulation is not passed, if 

smaller industry is less likely to adopt efficiency measures, more of the resources DOE 

employs in its voluntary programs may need to be targeted towards these types of plants. 

 Very little is known about this specific question, although two similar surveys of 

plant managers conducted in the Netherlands and in Greece both find a significant and 

positive relationship between industrial firms’ perceived knowledge of energy savings 

measures and their size measured in number of employees (de Groot 2001, Sardianou 

2007).  The very existence of the IAC program is evidence that the Department of Energy 

believes that small and medium plants need help improving this very knowledge.  Most 

other work on firm size has focused on pollution abatement costs (Pashigian 1984, Evans 

1986, Dean 2000, Becker 2005 and 2011, Crain 2010) and there is not much agreement in 

the literature on whether environmental regulations like the Clean Air Act impose a 

higher burden on smaller firms. 

 In order to see how smaller plants’ decision making is different than medium 

sized firms, this study will first use a plant level fixed effects logit model that pairs a 

categorical variable dummy for employee size with a payback period variable (or a cost 

and a savings variable etc.) to determine if plant managers of different sized plants use 

information about the recommendations differently.  This has the advantage of 

controlling for all plant level unobserved variable bias, but has the disadvantage of 

requiring the removal of a significant amount of observations.  Then, the paper will use a 

more inclusive logit model of recommendation adoption to test if keeping more 

observations (but introducing plant level unobserved variable bias) will reveal any other 
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relationships between plant size and adoption exists.  Since they are especially unique, 

zero-cost recommendations will be examined separately using a similar logit model.  

Rather than looking at recommendation level adoption, an ordinary least squares (OLS) 

model will also examine the effect size has on the adoption rate of plants.  Finally, two 

OLS models examine if size affects how many recommendations auditors make and the 

average payback period of those recommendations. 

Literature Review 

 The energy paradox, sometimes called the efficiency gap, has been described 

many ways in the literature, but probably the most helpful is to think of discount rates.  

Jaffe (1994) writes that by observing implied discount rates (which are calculated by 

observing the capital cost versus the cost savings of implemented and unimplemented 

projects) and comparing them to discount rates we observe in other segments of the 

economy, we can identify the energy paradox, however this does not explain why people 

are making these decisions.  The disconnect between the observed efficiency discount 

rates and other rates could be explained in two ways.  First, decision makers are using 

normal discount rates, but market failures (information barriers, capital barriers, 

behavioral barriers, etc) could push the implied discount rate higher.  Second, it might be 

that people are actually using higher discount rates, for instance because of uncertainty of 

future energy prices and the irreversibility of the investment (Jaffe 1994).  From a policy 

standpoint, the first explanation involving market failures is one that requires a policy 

response, while, on the other hand, if people have a higher discount rate because of a 

reasonable reason like uncertainty, forcing investment could result in a result that is not 

socially optimal. 
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We have known for a long time that the implied discount rate is alarmingly high.  

Hausman (1979) used data on refrigerator sales to create a discrete choice model that 

showed individuals trading off capital costs and expected operating costs, but that their 

implied discount rate was about 20 percent, which is much higher than most people could 

borrow money at.  Studies of specific industries have repeatedly found that there are 

well-documented energy saving practices and technologies that are not universally 

adopted.  For instance, Galitsky and Worrell (2007) have identified over 90 such energy 

saving practices and technologies in the vehicle assembly industry that are not 

widespread.  Many of their recommendations are simple capital improvements to the 

building or the machinery (HVAC, insulation, high efficiency motors), but other aspects 

focus on management, such as creating a ‘motor management plan’ that saves energy by 

ensuring motors are constantly checked and rechecked and repairs are made quickly to 

keep them operating at high efficiency.  Galitsky and Worrell’s recommendations make it 

clear that energy efficiency is not a one-time investment, but a constant commitment.  

Information Programs 

 Studies have shown that information based programs have been somewhat 

successful in overcoming the information barriers that partly fuel the energy paradox.  

Morgenstern and Al-Jurf (1999) show using data collected from the Department of 

Energy’s 1992 Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey that utilities 

providing free information on high-efficiency lights makes a significant contribution to 

the take-up rate of lighting technology in commercial buildings.  The free information not 

only increased take-up of at least one technology, but also made it more likely building 
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owners would take-up more than one technology.  Significantly, the authors estimated 

that a similar gain in efficiency would require a 25% increase in the price of electricity. 

 Two voluntary programs aimed at businesses run by the EPA and DOE, the Green 

Lights and Energy Star programs, are both widely acknowledged to have created large 

scale energy savings.  Efficiency investments made under the Green Lights program—

where EPA and a for-profit firm or non-profit organization enter into agreements where 

EPA provides free advice and assistance if the firm or organization implements 

widespread lighting efficiency improvements—have been found to yield an average 

return of 45% (DeCanio, 1998).  The Energy Star voluntary labeling program itself has 

been wildly successful as a way to lessen information asymmetries and bounded 

rationality, as the program has been estimated to have saved 4.8 exajoules of energy and 

82 teragrams of carbon equivalent between 1991 to 2006 (Sanchez et. al. 2008).  Howarth 

et. al. (2000) note that the success of these programs challenges the neoclassical theories 

of the rational profit-maximizers, which would assume that firms would have already 

sought out these gains.  Studies of the Energy Star program have consistently found that 

consumers have a higher willingness to pay for appliances with the Energy Star label, and 

that this increase in WTP is both a function of both a public and private good.  In a 

scientific online survey, consumers were on average willing to pay between $250 and 

$350 more for an Energy Star refrigerator, a surprising finding given that respondents 

were given information that suggested energy savings would average $154 without 

discounting (Ward et al 2011). 

 Analysis of the demographics of Energy Star purchases has also yielded 

significant findings.  Citing likely credit constraints and high discount rates, Murray and 
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Mills find that households that are poor or near poor, Hispanic, or living in areas with low 

ACEEE scores (a score designed to capture how energy efficiency friendly a state’s 

policies are) all have a negative and significant impact on purchasing Energy Star 

appliances (Murray and Mills 2011).  The authors note that had this information been 

used to target the ARRA Energy Star rebates towards these communities, the program 

would have been more likely to induce marginal consumers to participate.  If this study 

finds that smaller plants turn out to be less likely to adopt energy efficiency measures, 

future incentives should be similarly targeted.    

Work done Using the IAC Database 

 Very little is known about the effectiveness of audits, and what little is known has 

been found using the IAC database and program.  This is because most commercial and 

domestic audit programs have been done on a small, localized scale, intermittently by 

either utilities or, more recently, private contractors.  On the contrary, the IAC database 

has consistently recorded data going back three decades. 

 The most important study using the IAC database is by Anderson and Newell 

(2004) which seeks to find not only the implicit discount rate that small and medium 

plants use after the information failure has been closed, but whether costs or energy 

savings are more important than just the payback period (which is a measure of projected 

savings over projected costs).  They take advantage of the fact that the IAC database has 

data on the adoption of each recommendation a plant made after an audit, and so they can 

create a fixed effects logit estimator with plant-level fixed effects.  They found that plants 

adopted only 53% of recommendations made, which accounted for 45% of the potential 

energy savings. 
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Anderson and Newell estimate three fixed effects models: a model where plants 

made decisions only on payback, a model that treats projected costs and savings 

separately, and a model that broke down potential savings into the price of energy and the 

predicted quantity of energy saved.  They found that larger paybacks had a negative and 

significant effect on implementation, and that costs and savings had negative and positive 

significant effect respectively.  The effect of cost was much larger than the effect of 

savings, however, which allowed them to conclude that initial costs have a 40% bigger 

effect on adoption decisions than potential savings do.  They also found that while 

energy-conservation quantities had a larger positive effect on adoption than energy 

prices, it was statistically insignificant.  Still, this difference may be important when it 

comes to plant size. 

To explain why costs are more important than savings might be the case, the 

authors identified three possible explanations from Jaffe (2004).  First, there could be 

behavior bias that favors upfront costs to future savings.  Second, uncertainty about 

future energy prices and uncertainty over whether or not the firm will be using a certain 

plant a few years into the future (because of either relocation or firm closure) makes plant 

managers place less value on the future.  Finally, it could be that while IAC auditors are 

good at making estimates for upfront costs, they are less able to predict future savings 

(and are possibly too optimistic), and so plant managers are more likely to be skeptical of 

predicted savings. 

In order to calculate the implicit discount rates the firms reveal after the 

information barrier has been diminished by the audit, Anderson and Newell calculated 

payback thresholds.  The authors found extremely short payback thresholds, with 79% of 
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plants having a threshold of less than two years.  The mean was 1.4 years and the median 

1.2 years, which translated into implicit discount rates of 70% and 80% respectively. 

While this implicit discount rate seems extraordinarily high, it is unclear if this 

rate is different for any other capital investment for these specific firms, and the rate is 

comparable to other energy efficiency implicit discount rates found in other studies.  

Thus, it is unclear if the rate is a result of barriers that small and medium industrial plants 

uniquely face for all types of capital investment rather than barriers specifically related to 

energy efficiency.  It is also true that there is no way to tell how this discount rate 

compares to plants before they were given audits.  It is likely that at some point plants 

would have adopted some of the improvements that were made without audits, but it is 

likely that without the new information, implicit discount rates would have been higher 

(assuming that the audits are actually doing their jobs and reducing information barriers).  

Anderson and Newell point out that the high rate could also be a result of over optimistic 

estimations by IAC auditors, which plant managers can sniff out, thus creating an 

artificially high implicit discount rate. 

Anderson and Newell say when they use pooled models to predict an adoption 

choice (and so were free to use plant size as a variable) plant size never created a 

significant effect.  Yet, since this is not the main focus of the study, they no doubt left 

many possibilities, such as incorporating size into a fixed effects model. 

The only other study that has expanded on what we know about the IAC is by 

Muthulingam et. al. (2008), where the authors confirm Anderson and Newell’s findings 

with more up to date data and add a new variable, variance of payback.  This variable 

measures the variance in the payback associated with each specific type of 
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recommendation.  The authors assume that if certain recommendations have higher 

variances of predicted paybacks, then this either represents an uncertainty with how much 

will be saved or an uncertainty in how to project savings.  Either way, plan managers may 

know this, and will be more cautious when taking this advice.  In fact, this variable is 

both negative and significant when included in fixed effect logit models similar to the 

ones in Anderson and Newell.  This gives good evidence that plant managers do not treat 

each recommendation equally. 

How Smaller Plants Might Be Different 

There is some reason to believe that size of plants might be related to behavioral 

biases that overestimate upfront costs.  In a follow up survey of 104 manufacturers who 

had received IAC audits, Muller et. al. (1995) asked what each plant manager considered 

a large investment.  Those answering less than $5000 had on average 166 employees 

while those answering more than $20,000 had on average 221 employees.  It is possible 

that just considering an investment “large” might have an effect, but a follow up question 

from Mueller et. al. also found that 87% of plant mangers reported when a costly 

recommendation was made, higher management had to be involved.  Thus, small plants 

might have more structural barriers to a similar level of upfront costs than medium size 

plants.  Similarly, if smaller plants are more likely to go out of business or move facilities 

than medium sized plants, then we might also expect smaller firms to be more likely to 

favor costs over savings.  According to Ang (1991), there are a number of characteristics 

present in many small businesses that lead to a shorter life expectancy, such as an 

absence of publicly traded shares, the risk taking tendency of entrepreneurs, a lack of 

management depth, succession issues, and the limited personal wealth of owners.  
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Missing from Anderson and Newell’s explanations of the bias towards upfront 

costs is an inability to secure financing.  Liquidity constraints have been commonly 

discussed in the energy paradox literature (Blumstein 1980), the extent to which it 

actually affects energy efficiency decisions has yet to be established empirically 

(Gillingham 2009).  There is some reason to believe that smaller plants may have more 

difficulty gaining access to credit in order to undertake capital investments.  The same 

issues that Ang (1991) cited for shortening the expected lifetime of a small business make 

it more risky for creditors to lend to them.  Furthermore, Ang notes that creditors are 

likely to see small firms as riskier because their management is less transparent and 

monitoring is likely to be relatively more expensive.  In Energy Project Financing, a 

handbook designed to assist facility managers in securing its eponymous loans, it is made 

clear that “legal structure, size, credit rating, time in business, and source of income” are 

all critical factors in securing energy financing (Thumann and Woodroof 2009). 

 Plant size may have another, less certain, effect.  Since surveys both in the 

Netherlands and in Greece (de Groot et. al. 2001, Sardianou 2007) find that the number 

of employees is negatively and significantly related to self perceived knowledge of 

energy efficiency practices, then the free information contained in an audit may be more 

valuable for smaller plants.  This “low hanging fruit” effect will be tricky to measure, but 

could result in more recommendations with little or no cost to the smallest plants.  Unlike 

other mechanisms, where it is generally assumed that larger plants have an advantage in 

becoming more efficient, this may give an advantage to the smaller firms. 
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How Smaller Firms Fare with other Environmental Regulation 

 So far, the United States has adopted few compulsory energy efficiency rules in 

industrial practices (the largest exception being the Energy Policy Act of 1992 which 

required states to establish minimum commercial buildings energy codes and established 

efficiency standards for commercial HVAC, electric motors, and lamps), so such 

regulation’s potential effect on small plants is uncertain.  There are plenty of other long-

standing environmental regulations that effect industry, however, and they have resulted 

in studies on the effects of regulation on small business.  Briefly studying this debate may 

give insights into the one this paper will tackle. 

 Brock and Evans (1985) wrote the first theoretical framework to determine 

whether or not imposing lighter requirements on smaller firms from environmental 

regulation is justified.  This type of differentiation, they find, should only occur if it is 

possible to identify that a regulation creates high fixed costs that put smaller firms at a 

competitive disadvantage.  Even if this is true, however, regulations should only be tiered 

if the gains from preserving some small businesses that contribute to social welfare 

outweigh the losses from preventing the destruction of inefficient firms and encouraging 

larger firms near the cutoff to shrink.  Laws such as the Regulatory Flexibility Act focus 

on the harm regulations do to small firms, but there is conflicting opinion in the literature 

on whether small firms are put at a disadvantage. 

 Pashigian (1984) first attempted to show that economies of scale existed for 

pollution abatement under the Clean Air Act by showing that large plants had increased 

their market share in industries affected by the act after it went into effect.  Evans (1986) 

has criticized Pashigian’s model, however, and used data from Census Bureau 
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questionnaires to prove that the abatement cost on a per employee level actually exhibited 

dis-economies of scale, especially when plants were not the only industrial units in a 

firm.  Dean et. al. (2000) have presented different results using the Census Bureau’s 

Pollution Abatement Costs and Expenditures (PACE) Report.  They show that across 

three different years in the 1970s and 80s, that the rate of pollution abatement intensity 

can significantly decrease the amount of small business formations in a given industry.  

For instance, an industry with pollution abatement costs 20% above the mean is predicted 

to have small plant formation between 2 and 8% lower than the mean, depending on the 

year.  Becker (2005 and 2011) uses PACE data to find a U shaped cost curve, however, 

where the smallest and largest firms pay the most in per unit abatement costs. 

 The focus of this research is different than any of these past studies.  Unlike most 

of the plant or firm size comparison work, which studied regulatory burdens, this 

research is looking at voluntary action.  Unlike past work using the IAC database, this 

research will focus on how employee size effects how managers use the projected costs 

and savings to make an adoption decision. 

Conceptual Model 

  Differently sized plants may implement different efficiency measures for two 

broad reasons.  One, because of economies of scale, different concentrations of firms 

across industries, or high fixed costs, different options may be available to different sizes 

of plants.  This is a structural explanation that does not involve the energy paradox, and 

would result in plant managers being given different or fewer types of recommendations 

from their audits.  In order to examine this, we will attempt to see if the type of 
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recommendations made are different across size groups, and if they are, what accounts 

for this difference. 

The second source of variation between plants of different sizes could result from 

how the various market barriers identified by Jaffe that explain the energy paradox 

interact with size.  Just by the virtue that information based efficiency programs have had 

even partial success implies that the energy paradox is real and market barriers are partly 

to blame.  Of course, as we will see, since only about half of recommendations made in 

IAC audits are implemented, the picture is more complicated than just an information and 

bounded rationality issue.  Two explanations for these rejections exist: one, the auditors 

are overly optimistic or do not account of all of the proper costs (capital stock 

replacement, risks of capital depreciation, future price or regulatory uncertainty), and 

some recommendations actually have a negative NPV, or two, other market failures are 

responsible for inflating the implicit discount rate, which could act differently across 

differently sized plants.  For instance, smaller plants may have a more difficult time 

getting credit, or could be just a small part of a much larger corporate structure that 

requires them to get approval from an off-site corporate headquarters.  Behavioral biases 

could have a tighter grip on small plants if they don’t have enough staff to carefully 

consider each recommendation or if corporate rules made by offsite mangers prohibit 

making purchases above a certain level.  In the opposite direction, if plant managers at 

small plants know less before an audit, then more low hanging fruit may be ripe for the 

audit to pick, and decisions should be easier. 

It is nearly impossible to determine which market failure is to blame for any 

particular decision made by a plant or group of plants, but market failures or hidden costs 
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should affect the implicit discount rate, which means that if they are different for 

different groups, those groups should react differently to payback periods, and more 

simply, to costs and savings of audit recommendations.  Using various methods such as x 

y and z, this study will attempt to tease out any differences if they do exist.  Table 1 

illustrates how size effects how a plant manager at a smaller plant might be constrained 

differently. 

Table 1-Conceptual Model 
Small Plant Size 
Characteristic 

Effect on Which 
Recommendations Are 
Made 

Effect on Decision 
Making Process 

Effect on Likelihood 
Recommendation Is 
Accepted 

Less output and total 
revenue (less opportunity 
for economies of scale) 

Fixed-Cost items have 
longer payback periods 

More need to borrow 
money, payback timeline 
less certain 

Negative 

Less knowledge of and 
familiarity with 
efficiency options 

More low-hanging fruit 
available to auditors 

Less ability to implement 
and maintain 
improvements 

Positive (low hanging 
fruit) Negative 
(implementation harder) 

Management structure 
(owner owned and 
operated) 

 Owners have less wealth, 
life-expectancy shorter, 
less credit availability 

Negative 

Management structure 
(off-site corporate 
ownership) 

  Manger has less clout, 
corporate rules against 
making large investments 

Negative 

 

Analytic Model 

This paper will first recreate the fixed effects logit models that control for plant 

level characteristics from Anderson and Newell (2004) and Muthulingam et. al. (2008) 

but with a few differences that will explore the effects of plant size.  For both logit 

models (payback and cost-savings), the sample will be divided into groups based on 

employee size.  Since dividing plants into employee size categories is somewhat 

arbitrary, the sample has been divided five different times, in two, three, four, five, and 

six groups.  Both the payback model and cost and savings model is run using each of 
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these size category breakdowns (the four category iteration is used as an example for the 

rest of this section). In each model, the variable of interest will be included in log form, 

and will also be interacted with a dummy for three of the four size groups (the largest 

group is always omitted). 

For the simplest model, the payback model, a simple payback is calculated by 

dividing the costs by the predicted annual savings of each model and the following logit 

fixed effects model is estimated: 

ϕ=β1 ln PBij + β2 S1 ln PBij + β3 S2 ln PBij + β4 S3 ln PBij +𝛾 Ai + 𝛼j + 𝜀 

Where Φ is the predicted probability of adopting a recommendation, PB is expected 

payback period, the S variables are dummies for the employee size category (again, in 

this example there are four groups, and the biggest is omitted), A is a vector of dummy 

variables indicating the project type and 𝛼 is plant-specific fixed effect.   Testing the null 

hypotheses that β2, β3, or β3 are equal to zero will reveal if payback period has different 

effects on the predicted implementation for the three included groups as opposed to the 

largest group. 

The other model estimates the effects of the different components of the payback 

period on adoption.  The cost savings model is designed to predict the effects of costs (C) 

and savings (B) differently, and is given as:  

ϕ=β5 ln Cij + β6 S1 ln Cij + β7 S2 ln Cij + β8 S3 ln Cij + β9 ln Bij + β10 S1 ln Bij  + β11 S2 ln Bij  

+ β12 S3 ln Bij  + 𝛾 Ai + 𝛼j + 𝜀 

Given Newell and Anderson’s previous findings, β5 and β9, should be significant, 

with the cost coefficients being more negative than the savings coefficients are positive.  

Testing each of the null hypotheses that β6, β7, or β8 are equal to zero will reveal if 
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predicted cost has different effects on the predicted implementation for the three included 

groups as opposed to the largest group, while testing β11, β12, and β13 will do the same for 

predicted annual savings.  

	   The fixed effects models described above have large advantages, namely the 

ability to control for fixed plant characteristics, a large problem when plants likely have a 

lot of differences between each other that is not represented entirely in the data collected 

(for instance, management structure, debt, years in operation, etc).  Using a fixed effects 

model has a number of drawbacks however.  For instance, 35% of all observations 

(31,107 recommendations) have to be dropped because either all of the recommendations 

for a given plant are accepted or denied (18,818 recommendations) and would have 

resulted in perfect multicollinearity, or the recommendations had a predicted 

implementation cost of $0 (12,289 recommendations).  The plant level fixed effects 

models also are limiting because they only allow consideration of plant level variables 

(like number of employees) when they are combined in an interaction term. These fixed 

effects models only indirectly examine if increasing the size of the plant will make the 

plant more likely to adopt a recommendation by seeing if costs and savings have different 

effects on differently sized plants.  The use of interaction terms also precludes using 

employees as a continuous variable, and forces arbitrary categorization.  For these 

reasons, it is worthwhile to examine some non-fixed effects models, even though omitted 

variable bias is likely to be a much larger problem. 

 For the following pooled models, recommendations that are estimated to have a 

$0 implementation cost are retained.  In order to still use payback period, these 

recommendations are assigned a cost of $1 (meaning their payback period equals 
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1/annual savings).  These zero cost recommendations are likely different than other types 

of recommendations, and indeed investigation of the data reveals them to be much more 

likely to be related to operations, maintenance, or scheduling.  Some auditors, then, 

probably count behavioral changes as having no costs.  The fact that only 57% of these 

recommendations are implemented (a higher rate than the average recommendation, but a 

much lower rate than would be expected) is a good indicator that implementation is not 

actually free.  Still, the large number of recommendations that have been assigned a zero 

cost suggests they should not simply be dropped out of hand. 

 The simplest set of pooled models estimate the likelihood a recommendation will 

be implemented using logistic regressions.  Like the fixed effects models, there is a 

payback model and a cost and savings model and both employ the same vector of 

recommendation type dummies.  Unlike the fixed effects models, these models employ a 

vector of fiscal year dummies and a vector of 14 industry categories (based on SIC 

codes…see the summary statistics section).  These models are able to employ continuous 

variables for log employees, log area, and log energy use.  A dummy for zero cost is also 

included and an interaction term between log employees and the zero cost dummy is used 

in added in some versions in order to explore if plant size has a different effect for zero 

cost employees. 

 Since zero cost recommendations are thought to be different than other 

recommendations, the next set of models deal with them exclusively.  The first model in 

this set is a logistic regression that is designed to be very similar to the ones just 

described, except only log savings is used instead of log payback or log cost.  Other 

models attempt to isolate zero cost recommendations that are less likely to be mistakes or 
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anomalies.  In order to do this, the percentage of recommendations that are zero cost for 

each of the 216 different four digit Assessment Recommendation Code (ARC) categories 

has been calculated (see summary statistics).  It is hypothesized that the higher the 

percentage of zero cost recommendations, the less likely the zero cost tag is to be 

anomalous.  In order to remove zero cost recommendations that are more likely to be 

erroneous, a series of models are created that are designed to be more and more 

restrictive using the percentage of zero cost recommendations by ARC category. 

 Ordinary least squares regression also allows for analysis at the plant level.  A set 

of OLS models estimate the percent of recommendations made by the auditor that each 

plant accepts.  These models are very similar to the models that estimate implementation 

of individual recommendations.  Log employees, log area, log energy cost, and the vector 

s of industry type, recommendation type, and fiscal year dummies are all used.  Instead of 

log payback, log cost, and log savings, these models use log average payback, log 

average cost, and log average savings.  The total number of recommendations is also 

controlled for.  

 The final models attempt to examine not what plant managers implement, but 

what auditors recommend.  Model 26 is an ordinary least squares regression that 

estimates how many recommendations are made per plant.  Model 27 is an ordinary least 

squares estimate of the log average payback of all recommendations made (regardless of 

whether they are implemented or not).  Model 28 is identical except that it excludes all 

zero cost recommendations as a robustness check.  All three models use log employees, 

log area, log energy cost, and the three familiar vectors of dummies as dependent 

variables.  Models 27 and 28 also control for number of recommendations made. 
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Data Description 

 Data was downloaded from the IAC database, available on-line, in November of 

2011.  Each observation is at the recommendation level, but each recommendation is also 

linked to a plant and plant level data.  All observations from fiscal year 2011 have been 

dropped, as implementation data is not yet up to date for that year, leaving 110,885 

observations.   All recommendations that do not focus on energy management projects (a 

relatively few number focus on waste reduction or productivity unrelated to energy) have 

also been dropped, as well as all observations from a handful of firms whose Standard 

Industrial Classification (SIC) code is not in the manufacturing category.  All dollar 

values are corrected for inflation to 2010 values using the producer price index.  It was 

immediately recognized that some of the firms did not meet the criteria to participate in 

the program.  Any plant with more than 1000 employees (double the program limit) has 

been dropped (557 observations) as well as any plant with more than $500 million in 

annual sales or energy costs greater than $12.5 million (both 5 times the program limit, 

which represented 649 observations) has been dropped.3 If the plant reported zero 

employees, zero revenues, zero energy costs, or if the recommendation reported negative 

predicted implemented costs or negative or zero savings, they have also been dropped 

(1,209 observations).  This left 89,606 useable observations (81% of the original total).  

An inspection of the implementation rates across payback periods showed a steady 

progression of around 40% implementation for observations with a payback of 9 to an 

implementation rate of around 65% for observations with a payback of about 0.01.  As 

can be seen in figure 2 (Ann, I’m working on making this better…representing the scale 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 It has been discovered from talking with a program administrator that plants are accepted if they met two 
of the three size criteria and that the Department of Energy occasionally waived all of the requirements if 
they deemed the plant especially worthy of help. 
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is difficult), the implementation rates take unexplained jumps below and above those 

payback periods, which suggests something is wrong with the data.  Therefore, the 565 

recommendations below 0.0075 (excluding recommendations with no costs) and the 793 

observations with a payback above 9 have been dropped from the sample. 

Figure 1-Implementation Rate 

 

  There are still a significant number of observations (12,291, or 14% of the 

remaining sample) that had zero reported costs of implementation.  It is hard to tell if 

these are mistakes either in recording, in estimating costs, or if there truly are no costs for 

everything.  By examining the adoption rates and the types of recommendations made 

(Table 2) it is clear that recommendations that are predicted to have no implementation 

costs are different, not just because of different implementation rates but because the 

distribution of recommendation type is different (suggesting there is not a random error 

in recording the cost). 

This difference suggests that not all of these are simply mistakes, but that there 

are patterns in both implementation rates and recommendation types differentiating 
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Table 2- Recommendations with Zero and Non-Zero Costs 

 
 
recommendations that are recorded as having no implementation costs.  Still, if there 

truly are no costs, implementation should be close to 100%.  Instead it is well below even 

the implementation rates of recommendations at the 0.01 payback level.    

 As has been discussed in the analysis plan section, since these zero cost 

recommendations are fundamentally different from other observations, they must be 

excluded from the fixed effects models.  After dropping these observations, the 4,199 

plants that either implemented all of the recommendations or none of them have had to be 

dropped as well (dropping 18,819 observations).  Dropping these observations and the 

zero cost observations reduced the final sample for the fixed effects model by 35% to 

57,138 observations covering 9,566 plants. 

Summary Statistics 

 In order to examine the effect of size on implementation decisions, plants in the 

sample has been split up into four employee size categories with approximately equal 

numbers of plants, very small (1-70 employees), small (71-125), medium (126-225), and 

!!! Costs>$0 Costs=$0
%"Implemented" 50.0% 57.0%
Combustion"Systems 6.9% 4.5%
Thermal"Systems 16.7% 5.0%
Electrical"Power 4.1% 9.3%
Motors 11.7% 13.0%
Air"Compressors 18.3% 16.5%
Other"Motors 2.1% 6.6%
Industrial"Design 0.4% 0.4%
Operations 3.5% 15.5%
Lighting 24.5% 15.6%
Conditioning 6.5% 4.6%
Ventilation 0.7% 0.7%
Envelope 3.0% 0.7%
Ancillary"Costs 1.4% 7.6%
Alternative"Energy 0.1% 0.0%
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large (226-1000).  Figure 2 shows the distribution of plants by employees, while Table 3 

shows how the plants are broken down into four groups.  Figure 2 shows that most plants 

are small and the sample is skewed right.  The unnatural jumps at round numbers  (100, 

200, 250, 300, 350) should also suggest that these numbers are often guesses or estimates.  

The median number of employees is 125 and the mean is 166.8.  While the program is 

supposed to be limited to plant with less than 500 employees (although that is not a hard 

cap), the plants are certainly not evenly distributed by employee size. 

Figure 2-Frequency of Plant by Number of Employees 

 
Note: 101 plants with between 601 and 1000 employees are not shown 
 

While most of this section refers to the four size categorization, as a robustness 

check, two, three, five, and six size categories have been created and used for some 

regressions.  The employee groups are described in Table A in the appendix. 
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Table 3—Plant Size Category Definitions by Number of Employees 

 
\  

 Looking at plant level data of the 9,566 plants in the sample by plant size reveals 

some unsurprising trends.  Table 4 shows the summary statistics of the plants in the 

sample.  The table shows that annual sales and annual energy costs are higher for larger 

sized plants.  The Table also shows that the energy cost per employee and as a percent of 

sales is higher for the smallest plants.  This higher energy intensity may be an indication 

that smaller plants have more opportunities to adopt efficiency measures that larger plants 

already have utilized (the low-hanging fruit theory), or it could be a result of natural 

Table 4—Plant level Summary Statistics 

 

Size Frequency
Percent.of.
Sample

Mean.
Employees

Std.Dev.
Employees

Median.
Employees

Very%Small%(1,70) 2,389 25.4% 45.1 16.6 47
Small%(71,125) 2,419 25.7% 98.2 15.6 100
Medium%(126,225) 2,399 25.5% 169.9 28.6 165
Large%(226,1000) 2,205 23.4% 358.1 125.9 325
Total 9,412 100.0% 163.7 132.6 125

Size Mean Std*Dev Median Mean Std*Dev Median
Total $39.4 $43.1 $26.5 $689,072 $906,798 $391,842
Very7Small $17.2 $23.0 $10.4 $388,245 $665,069 $197,522
Small $28.3 $27.0 $20.0 $556,653 $758,939 $313,071
Medium $43.8 $40.1 $34.1 $773,592 $975,205 $492,244
Large $70.8 $56.2 $57.8 $1,068,318 $1,047,002 $768,903

Size Mean Std*Dev Median Mean Std*Dev Median
Total $5,939 $10,890 $3,135 5.88 2.34 6.00
Very7Small $10,073 $18,174 $4,679 5.46 2.12 5.00
Small $5,715 $7,879 $3,233 5.95 2.36 6.00
Medium $4,618 $6,096 $2,909 6.13 2.39 6.00
Large $3,144 $3,418 $2,253 5.99 2.43 6.00

Size Mean Std*Dev Median
Total 2.84% 5.08% 1.53%
Very7Small 3.57% 5.23% 1.92%
Small 2.71% 4.67% 1.53%
Medium 2.53% 4.78% 1.42%
Large 2.53% 5.58% 1.28%

Energy*cost*per*employee* Number*of*Reccomendations

Energy*Costs*as*Perc*of*Sales

Total*annual*sales*in*millions*of*$ Total*annual*total*energy*costs*in*$
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economies of scale that cannot be evened out by a simple energy audit.  The table also 

shows that the average number of recommendations per firm is essentially the same 

across plant sizes except for very small plants, where the number of qualifying 

recommendations is slightly smaller.  This means the “low hanging fruit” theory may not 

be viable, as we would expect to see more recommendations, not less. 

 Summary statistics at the recommendation level reveal more about the sample.  

Table 5 is an important table, revealing that the implementation rate is not very different 

across the four size groups.  This indicates that, unless controlling for other variables 

makes a big difference, the conventional wisdom is wrong, and size may not be important 

at all. 

Table 5—Implementation Rates 

 
 
The one exception to this finding is with zero cost recommendations, however.  Table 6 

shows the frequency that recommendations with no implementation costs are made 

within each size group is fairly even (which is another strike against the low hanging fruit 

theory which would suggest that these more behavioral improvements would offer more 

room for improvement in small firms), but implementation rates of these 

recommendations is clearly higher for smaller firms (Table 7).  Since that pattern is not 

seen with recommendations that have a non-zero cost, this suggests that zero cost 

recommendations have different properties or somehow are related to plant size in a way 

that other recommendations are not. 

Size Percent*Implemented
Total 50.0%
Very.Small 50.9%
Small 49.4%
Medium 50.4%
Large 49.3%
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Table 6-Frequency of Zero and Non-Zero Costs 

 
 
Table 7-Implementation Rates for Zero Cost Recommendations 

 
 

Table 8 shows that the type of recommendations by category is fairly uniform 

across size group.  By far the most commonly recommended improvements are to the 

building and grounds and motor systems, while thermal systems are also a significant 

source of recommendations.  More expensive recommendations like adopting alternative 

energy or changing the industrial design of a plant are quite rare.  Since the type of 

recommendations do not vary across size, it is not clear that differently sized have 

different opportunities open to them as a result of the audit. 

 
 
 

Size Costs=$0 Costs>$0 Total
All 12,547 79,632 92,179

13.6% 86.4%
Very3Small 3,027 19,028 22,055

13.7% 86.3%
Small 3,257 20,540 23,797

13.7% 86.3%
Medium 3,309 21,028 24,337

13.6% 86.4%
Large 2,954 19,036 21,990

13.4% 86.6%

Size Not(Implemented Implemented Total
All 5,553 6,994 12,547

44.3% 55.7%
Very2Small 1,332 1,695 3,027

44.0% 56.0%
Small 1,374 1,883 3,257

42.2% 57.8%
Medium 1,470 1,839 3,309

44.4% 55.6%
Large 1,377 1,577 2,954

46.6% 53.4%
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Table 8—Types of Recommendations Made 

 
 

 Table 9 shows that the average payback (costs/savings) for a recommendation is 

smaller for larger firms.  This indicates that these recommendations pay for themselves 

faster and so are more lucrative to the plants that adopt them.  This finding is consistent 

with the hypothesis that smaller plants have access to improvements that, for whatever 

reason (fixed costs, economies of scale for savings) are not as attractive..  Unsurprisingly, 

the table shows that implementation costs and savings of recommendations are on 

average higher for larger plants.  The table also shows that the implementation cost as a 

percent of annual sales are more than double for very small plants than for large plants. 

Table 9—Recommendation level Summary Statistics 

 

 

Type%of%Reccomendation Frequency Percent Frequency% Percent% Frequency%%Percent%% Frequency%%%Percent%%%%Frequency%%%%Percent%%%%%%
Combustion*Systems 3,910 7.1% 983 7.4% 1,019 6.9% 956 6.6% 952 7.3%
Thermal*Systems 9,408 17.0% 2,236 16.9% 2,491 17.0% 2,382 16.6% 2,299 17.6%
Electrical*Power 2,277 4.1% 556 4.2% 625 4.3% 577 4.0% 519 4.0%
Motor*Systems 17,638 31.9% 4,215 31.9% 4,644 31.6% 4,586 31.9% 4,193 32.2%
Industrial*Design 247 0.5% 63 0.5% 57 0.4% 64 0.4% 63 0.5%
Operations 1,891 3.4% 465 3.5% 512 3.5% 501 3.5% 413 3.2%
Building*and*Grounds 19,144 34.6% 4,495 34.0% 5,164 35.1% 5,106 35.5% 4,379 33.6%
Ancillary*Costs 758 1.4% 189 1.4% 170 1.2% 198 1.4% 201 1.5%
Alternative*Energy*Use 66 0.1% 15 0.1% 17 0.1% 18 0.1% 16 0.1%

All%Plats Very%Small Small Medium Large

Size Mean Std*Dev Median Mean Std*Dev Median
Total $7,568 $14,325 $1,811 $8,090 $19,115 $2,854
Very6Small $5,760 $11,935 $1,344 $5,866 $16,635 $1,915
Small $6,784 $13,241 $1,586 $7,090 $18,229 $2,478
Medium $8,076 $14,736 $2,000 $8,785 $20,702 $3,298
Large $9,684 $16,710 $2,520 $10,652 $20,178 $4,206

Size Mean Std*Dev Median Mean Std*Dev Median
Total 1.311 1.351 0.878 0.0455% 0.1238% 0.0078%
Very6Small 1.353 1.364 0.920 0.0665% 0.1558% 0.0133%
Small 1.315 1.354 0.882 0.0441% 0.1175% 0.0084%
Medium 1.289 1.333 0.860 0.0400% 0.1174% 0.0064%
Large 1.289 1.354 0.852 0.0324% 0.0965% 0.0050%

Real*Implementation*Cost Real*Projected*Savings

Payback*(real*costs/real*savings) Implementation*Cost*as*%*of*Sales
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 Table 10 shows the pairwise correlations between all of the relevant variables.  

The correlations on implementation are possibly most interesting, with a correlation of -

.041 and -.155 for predicted costs and payback period respectively.  This indicates that 

the payback period is much more important than simply the cost or savings of a 

recommendation by themselves.  The correlation between payback period and adoption is 

also not as strong as could be imagined.  Not all of the decision is made off of payback, 

which is counterintuitive but consistent with the energy paradox literature.  Predicted 

savings has a negative correlation with implementation because it is so strongly 

correlated with costs.  Cost as a percentage of sales has a slightly more negative 

correlation with implementation than just cost alone.  Interestingly, while the correlation 

between number of employees and the number of recommendations made and the annual 

sales and number of recommendations made are both around 0.08, the correlation is twice 

as high between total energy cost and number of recommendations made.  Energy 

intensity seems to not be associated with implementation. 

Table 10—Pairwise Correlations 

 
 
 

!
Adopted!
(1=yes)

#!of!
Employees

Annual!
Sales

Energy!
Cost

Energy!
Cost!per!
Employee

Energy!
Cost!as!%!
of!Sales

#!of!Recs!
Made

%!of!Recs!
Adopted

Predicted!
Cost

Predicted!
Benefit

Payback!
Period

Adopted'(1=yes) 1
#'of'Employees 30.006 1
Annual'Sales 30.009 0.500 1
Energy'Cost 30.009 0.284 0.278 1
Energy'Cost'per'
Employee 30.002 30.203 0.011 0.574 1
Energy'Cost'as'%'
of'Sales 30.004 30.046 30.200 0.424 0.392 1
#'of'Recs'Made 30.007 0.086 0.080 0.162 0.072 0.069 1
%'of'Recs'Adopted 0.401 30.016 30.021 30.022 30.004 30.010 30.018 1
Predicted'Cost 30.041 0.009 0.025 0.117 0.080 0.039 30.005 30.012 1
Predicted'Benefit 30.048 0.030 0.047 0.188 0.129 0.071 0.010 30.015 0.680 1
Payback'Period 30.155 30.013 0.003 30.017 0.000 30.006 30.047 30.055 0.119 0.036 1
Cost'as'%'of'Sales 30.054 30.032 30.040 0.086 0.099 0.143 30.013 30.011 0.773 0.587 0.157
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Results 
 
 Table 11 shows the results for fixed effects logit regressions expressed as the 

marginal effects at the mean. For all of the regressions, the dependent variable is defined 

as a dummy variable indicating whether an individual recommendation has been adopted 

(1=adopted).  To control for the predicted costs and annual savings, model one and two 

use the natural log of payback and model three and four split out the effects of the natural 

log of costs and the natural log of savings separately.  To investigate whether the 

likelihood of adoption varies by firm size, models two and four interact dummies for 

employee size category with the payback rate and cost and savings respectively (the 

largest category, from 225 to 1000 employees, is omitted).   All models have dummy 

variables for recommendation types which are categorized using ARC codes (the omitted 

category is lighting).  For all of the fixed effects models presented, the log likelihood 

ratio test is significant at the 1% level, although the likelihood ratio increases for cost and 

savings models over payback models, suggesting these models better explain the data. 

 Model 1 in Table 11 is the simple payback model.  Since a fixed effects model is 

used, all plant level fixed variables, like sales, size, industry, energy use, and even the 

year the audit was administered do not vary and so are soaked up in the fixed effects   

The only variables, then, that vary across recommendations are the recommendation type 

dummies, the log payback period of each recommendation, and the dependent variable, 

implementation (=1 if adopted, =0 if not adopted).  Model 1 reveals that increasing the 

log payback period has a negative effect on the likelihood of implementation, and its 

effect is statistically significant at the 1% level.  The interpretation of this coefficient is 

straight-forward and logical: the longer it takes to recoup the costs of a given project, the 
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less likely the project will be implemented.  The coefficients on the recommendation type 

dummies indicate that the type of recommendation affects predicted implementation as 

well.  Since lighting is the omitted category, the coefficients indicate the difference in 

implementation likelihood relative to lighting.  Lighting recommendations are, compared 

to all other recommendations other than motors and air compressors, more likely to be 

implemented.  These outcomes are consistent with findings in Anderson and Newell 

(2004). 

Model 3, which splits log payback into its component parts of log cost and log 

savings, also produces consistent results with the Anderson and Newell findings.  Both 

the natural log of cost and the natural log of savings are significant at the one percent 

level.  Increasing cost has a negative effect on predicted implementation rates, while 

increasing savings has a positive effect, and the negative effects of an increase in cost on 

predicted implementation are larger than the positive effects of an increase in savings on 

the predicted implementation rate, suggesting that costs are more influential than savings.  

These results are robust across inclusion of dropped outliers and exclusion of extreme 

plants (along both extreme payback periods and plant sales and energy use values). 

 Models 2 and 4 add new knowledge by including the employee size dummies 

interacted with payback (in model 2) and with cost and savings (in model 4).  These 

interaction terms do not test whether number of employees is directly related to 

implementation (something impossible to do since plant level variables are fixed), but if 

payback or costs and savings are related to implementation differently across plants with 

fewer or more employees.  In model two, then, the negative coefficient (significant at the 

10% level) indicates that the effect that an increase in payback has on implementation 
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rate for very small plants is more negative when compared to the effect of a similar 

increase in payback for large plants, while a change in payback does not have a 

statistically distinguishable effect on small and medium sized plants relative to large 

plants.  This seems to support what past studies and anecdotal evidence has suggested, 

that the very smallest plants have a hard time making larger investments, even if they 

have a positive NPV. 

Model four splits payback into its cost and savings components.  The negative and 

significant (at the 10% level) coefficient on the interaction of cost and very small size 

confirms that increases in costs are more onerous on the very smallest firms.  Meanwhile, 

the effect of a change in the savings of a recommendation is not statistically 

distinguishable for very small plants and large plants, but it is for small plants (71-125 

employees).  For this class of plants, an increase in savings will increase the likelihood of 

implementation a little more than for large plants.  The reason for an increase in the 

sensitivity to savings among this class of plants is less clear.  These results are also robust 

across including extreme sales and energy use plants.  However, when the cutoff for an 

outlier payback level is increased to 0.025 (Anderson and Newell’s level) from 0.0075, 

the coefficients of interest slip above the 10% significance level. 

 The categorization of employee levels into four size groups is somewhat arbitrary, 

so it is important to test the robustness of these specifications.  Plants have also been split 

into approximately even groups of two, three, five, and six on the basis of employee size 

and those groups are used to run the same logit fixed effects models.  The results from the 

payback model appear in Table 12 and cost and savings models appear in Table 13 
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(model two and four from Table 11 are reproduced in tables 2 and 3).  Each model omits 

the highest employee category.	  	  

Table	  11	  

 

Fixed&effect&logit&estimates&of&project&adoption&(marginal&effects&at&variable&means)
Model&1 Model&2 Model&3 Model&4

ln(payback*=*savings/cost) 40.075****(0.002) 40.071****(0.004)

ln(payback)*[very*small*(1470)] 40.010**(0.006)
ln(payback)*[small*(704125)] 40.006*(0.005)
ln(payback)*[medium*(1254224)] 0.000*(0.005)

ln(project*cost) 40.074****(0.002) 40.070****(0.004)
ln(annual*savings) 0.063****(0.003) 0.059****(0.005)

ln(costs)*[very*small*(0470)] 40.010**(0.005)
ln(costs)*[small*(704125)] 40.005*(0.005)
ln(costs)*[medium*(1254224)] 0.000*(0.005)

ln(savings)*[very*small*(0470)] 0.009*(0.007)
ln(savings)*[small*(704125)] 0.011**(0.006)
ln(savings)*[medium*(1254224)] 0.000*(0.006)

Combustion*Systems 40.111****(0.010) 40.111****(0.010) 40.096****(0.009) 40.096****(0.009)
Thermal*Systems 40.176****(0.007) 40.176****(0.007) 40.158****(0.007) 40.158****(0.007)
Electrical*Power 40.201****(0.010) 40.201****(0.010) 40.170****(0.010) 40.170****(0.010)
Motors 0.068****(0.008) 0.068****(0.008) 0.067****(0.008) 0.067****(0.008)
Air*Compressors 0.064****(0.008) 0.064****(0.008) 0.059****(0.008) 0.059****(0.008)
Other*Motor*Equiptment 40.120****(0.016) 40.120****(0.016) 40.107****(0.014) 40.107****(0.014)
Industrial*Desgin 40.243****(0.027) 40.244****(0.027) 40.206****(0.024) 40.206****(0.023)
Operations 40.103****(0.013) 40.103****(0.013) 40.096****(0.011) 40.096****(0.011)
Space*Conditioning 40.112****(0.010) 40.112****(0.010) 40.097****(0.009) 40.097****(0.009)
Ventilation 40.193****(0.024) 40.192****(0.024) 40.167****(0.021) 40.167****(0.021)
Building*Envelope 40.065****(0.015) 40.065****(0.015) 40.058****(0.013) 40.058****(0.013)
Ancillary*Costs 40.181****(0.017) 40.182****(0.017) 40.153****(0.016) 40.154****(0.016)
Alternative*Energy*Use 40.452****(0.021) 40.451****(0.022) 40.371****(0.021) 40.371****(0.021)

log4likelihood 422836 422833 422817 422812
Likelihood*ratio 3543 3548 3583 3590

Table*18

Reccomendation+Types

The*Log*Likelihood*ratio*test*is*signifcant*at*the*1%*for*all*models.**Asterisks*denote*statistical*significance*(***=1%,***=5%,*
*=10%).**Dependent*variable*equals*1*if*recommendation*is*adopted.**Fixed*effects*estimation*is*done*at*the*plant*level.**
There*are*9,567*plants*and*57,141*recommendations.**Marginal*effects*at*variable*means*are*given*(except*for*dummy*
variables,*which*give*change*in*predicted*probability*associated*with*changing*dummy*variable*from*0*to*1).*Lighting*is*the*
omitted*recommendation*type*and*large*(22641000)*is*the*omitted*size*interaction*category.

Payback&Model Payback&with&Size&
Interactions

Cost&and&Benefit&
Model

Cost&and&Benefit&with&
Size&Interactions
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In Table 12, all the models show that the finding that a higher payback period is 

more onerous on the smallest plants is robust across employee size specifications.  The 

coefficient on the very small plant interaction term is significant at the 5% level in the 

models with two, three, and five groups (models 5, 6, and 7), while in model 8 (which has 

six employee groups) the difference in the effect of payback rate on the probability of 

implementation between the smallest group and the largest group is statistically 

significant at the 1% level while the interaction term for the second smallest employee 

group is also significant at the 10% level.  In this model, the increase in the burden of a 

larger payback period is larger for the smallest group than the second smallest group, 

suggesting that this effect is truly concentrated on the very smallest plants and lessens as 

plants increase in size. 

The cost and savings models in Table 13 confirm this pattern, but with a caveat.  

The interaction terms between cost and employee size in all the models in Table 13 

closely mirror the pattern seen in payback period interaction terms in Table 12.  Cost is 

more onerous for the very smallest plants.  As we divide the plants into smaller groups, 

the effect becomes larger, and more significant, becoming statistically significant when 

plants are divided into 6 groups.  The difference in the effect of predicted savings is not 

as specifically concentrated in the smallest plant groups.  The models in Table 13 show 

more of an upside down U where the very smallest plants treat changes in the level of 

savings similarly, but savings are more powerful for the second lowest group of plants.  

In model 12, all of the three smallest sized groups of plants have a statistically 

significantly larger increase in implementation likelihood when savings increase, but the 
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Table 12 

 
 
increase is largest for the second smallest group and the significance for this group is at 

the 5% level while it is only at the 10% level for the other two groups.  

While the results in Table 12 and 13 are robust with the inclusion of plants that 

have extreme values for sales, employees, and total energy consumption, when 

recommendations that have payback periods below .025 are excluded (the threshold used 

by Anderson and Newell), the statistical significance of the findings is reduced, and in 

some instances is reduced to insignificance.  Table 14 shows the changes in statistical 

Table&19

Model&5 Model&6 Model&2^ Model&7 Model&8

ln(payback&=&savings/cost) 80.071***&(0.003) 80.071***&(0.003) 80.071***&(0.004) 80.070***&(0.004) 80.068***&(0.005)

ln(payback)*[size&1/2&(08125)] 80.008**&(0.004)

ln(payback)*[size&1/3&(1889)] 80.012**&(0.005)
ln(payback)*[size&2/3&(908189)] 80.001&(0.005)

ln(payback)*[size&1/4&(1870)] 80.010*&(0.006)
ln(payback)*[size&2/4&(718125)] 80.006&(0.005)
ln(payback)*[size&3/4&(1268224)] 0.000&(0.005)

ln(payback)*[size&1/5&(1860)] 80.014**&(0.006)
ln(payback)*[size&2/5&(618100)] 80.009&(0.006)
ln(payback)*[size&3/5&(1018150)] 0.002&(0.006)
ln(payback)*[size&4/5&(1518250)] 80.005&(0.006)

ln(payback)*[size&1/6&(1854)] 80.018***&(0.007)
ln(payback)*[size&2/6&(55889)] 80.012*&(0.007)
ln(payback)*[size&3/6&(908124)] 80.007&(0.007)
ln(payback)*[size&4/6&(1258179)] 80.002&(0.006)
ln(payback)*[size&5/6&(1808275)] 80.006&(0.006)

Reccs&type&dummies? YES YES YES YES YES

log8likelihood 822833 822833 822833 822832 822832
Likelihood&ratio 3547 3550 3548 3552 3552

Payback,&six&size&
groups

The&Log&Likelihood&ratio&test&is&signifcant&at&the&1%&for&all&models.&&Asterisks&denote&statistical&significance&(***=99%,&**=95%,&
*=90%).&&Dependent&variable&equals&1&if&recommendation&is&adopted.&&Fixed&effects&estimation&is&done&at&the&plant&level.&&There&
are&9,567&plants&and&57,141&recommendations.&&Marginal&effects&at&variable&means&are&given&(except&for&dummy&variables,&
which&give&change&in&predicted&probability&associated&with&changing&dummy&variable&from&0&to&1).&Lighting&is&the&omitted&
recommendation&type&and&largest&(up&to&1000)&is&the&omitted&size&interaction&category.&&All&Recs&type&dummies&are&similar&to&
the&ones&in&Table&1.

Fixed&effect&logit&estimates&of&project&adoption&(marginal&effects&at&variable&means)?Payback&Models

^From&Table&1

Payback,&two&size&
groups

Payback,&three&
size&groups

Payback,&four&size&
groups^

Payback,&five&size&
groups
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Table 13 

 

Table&20

Model&9 Model&10 Model&4^ Model&11 Model&12

ln(project&cost) 30.070***&(0.003) 30.070***&(0.003) 30.070***&(0.004) 30.069***&(0.004) 30.067***&(0.004)
ln(annual&savings) 0.058***&(0.004) 0.057***&(0.004) 0.059***&(0.005) 0.055***&(0.005) 0.053***&(0.006)

ln(cost)*[size&1/2&(13125)] 30.008**&(0.004)

ln(savings)*[size&1/2&(13125)] 0.010**&(0.005)

ln(cost)*[size&1/3&(1389)] 30.011**&(0.005)
ln(cost)*[size&2/3&(903189)] 30.001&(0.004)

ln(savings)*[size&1/3&(1389)] 0.013**&(0.006)
ln(savings)*[size&2/3&(903189)] 30.006&(0.006)

ln(cost)*[size&1/4&(1370)] 30.010*&(0.005)
ln(cost)*[size&2/4&(713125)] 30.005&(0.005)
ln(cost)*[size&3/4&(1263224)] 0.000&(0.005)

ln(savings)*[size&1/4&(1370)] 0.009&(0.007)
ln(savings)*[size&2/4&(713125)] 0.011*&(0.006)
ln(savings)*[size&3/4&(1263224)] 0.000&(0.006)

ln(cost)*[size&1/5&(1360)] 30.013**&(0.006)
ln(cost)*[size&2/5&(613100)] 30.008&(0.006)
ln(cost)*[size&3/5&(1013150)] 0.003&(0.006)
ln(cost)*[size&4/5&(1513250)] 30.004&(0.006)

ln(savings)*[size&1/5&(1360)] 0.013*&(0.008)
ln(savings)*[size&2/5&(613100)] 0.017**&(0.007)
ln(savings)*[size&3/5&(1013150)] 0.003&(0.007)
ln(savings)*[size&4/5&(1513250)] 0.007&(0.007)

ln(cost)*[size&1/6&(1354)] 30.018***&(0.007)
ln(cost)*[size&2/6&(55389)] 30.010&(0.007)
ln(cost)*[size&3/6&(903124)] 30.006&(0.006)
ln(cost)*[size&4/6&(1253179)] 30.002&(0.006)
ln(cost)*[size&5/6&(1803275)] 30.006&(0.006)

ln(savings)*[size&1/6&(1354)] 0.016*&(0.008)
ln(savings)*[size&2/6&(55389)] 0.018**&(0.008)
ln(savings)*[size&3/6&(903124)] 0.013*&(0.008)
ln(savings)*[size&4/6&(1253179)] 0.006&(0.008)
ln(savings)*[size&5/6&(1803275)] 0.008&(0.008)

Reccs&type&dummies? YES YES YES YES YES

log3likelihood 322814 322813 322812 322810 322809
Likelihood&ratio 3589 3587 3590 3596 3596

^From&Table&1

Fixed&effect&logit&estimates&of&project&adoption&(marginal&effects&at&variable&means)??Cost&and&Savings&Models

The&Log&Likelihood&ratio&test&is&signifcant&at&the&1%&for&all&models.&&Asterisks&denote&statistical&significance&(***=99%,&**=95%,&
*=90%).&&Dependent&variable&equals&1&if&recommendation&is&adopted.&&Fixed&effects&estimation&is&done&at&the&plant&level.&&There&
are&9,567&plants&and&57,141&recommendations.&&Marginal&effects&at&variable&means&are&given&(except&for&dummy&variables,&
which&give&change&in&predicted&probability&associated&with&changing&dummy&variable&from&0&to&1).&Lighting&is&the&omitted&
recommendation&type&and&largest&(up&to&1000)&is&the&omitted&size&interaction&category.&&All&Recs&type&dummies&are&similar&to&
the&ones&in&Table&1.

Cost&&&Savings,&
two&size&groups

Cost&&&Savings,&
three&size&groups

Cost&&&Savings,&
four&size&groups^

Cost&&&Savings,&
five&size&groups

Cost&&&Savings,&
six&size&groups
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significance when observations with payback periods between .0075 and .025 are 

excluded.  While some models are completely unaffected by this, the general lessening of 

this effect suggests that much of the variation across employee size categories occurs in 

cases of extremely short payback.  This reduces the robustness of the findings from the 

results presented in tables one, two, and three. 

Table 14-Robustness Check of Significance Levels of Coefficients from Tables 13 & 14 

	  

 Table 15 presents the first of four sets of pooled models.  As previously 

mentioned, these models are more inclusive of observations but are more likely to suffer 

from omitted variable bias as they do not control for unobserved plant level variables (ie 

management structure, auditor).  Model 13 estimates the likelihood of project adoption.  

The negative and significant at the 1% level coefficient on log payback mirrors the results 

found in the fixed effects models.  The negative and significant coefficient on log 

employees, however, is strikingly different.  It suggests that larger plants are less likely to 

implement recommendations.  The large, negative, and significant coefficient on the zero 

Table&21
Robustness)check)of)significance)levels)of)coefficients)from)tables)2)and)3.))

Model&5 Model&9
ln(payback)*[size&1/2&(07125)] 5% insignificant ln(cost)*[size&1/2&(17125)] 5% insignificant

Model&6 ln(savings)*[size&1/2&(17125)] 5% 10%
ln(payback)*[size&1/3&(1789)] 5% 5% Model&10

Model&2 ln(cost)*[size&1/3&(1789)] 5% 5%
ln(payback)*[size&1/4&(1770)] 10% 10% ln(savings)*[size&1/3&(1789)] 5% 5%

Model&7 Model&4
ln(payback)*[size&1/5&(1760)] 5% 10% ln(cost)*[size&1/4&(1770)] 10% 10%

Model&8 ln(savings)*[size&2/4&(717125)] 10% insignificant
ln(payback)*[size&1/6&(1754)] 1% 5% Model&11
ln(payback)*[size&2/6&(55789)] 10% insignificant ln(cost)*[size&1/5&(1760)] 5% 10%

ln(savings)*[size&1/5&(1760)] 10% insignificant
ln(savings)*[size&2/5&(617100)] 5% 10%

Model&12
ln(cost)*[size&1/6&(1754)] 1% 5%
ln(savings)*[size&1/6&(1754)] 10% insignificant
ln(savings)*[size&2/6&(55789)] 5% 5%
ln(savings)*[size&3/6&(907124)] 10% insignificant

Significance&level Significance&level
Payback&
>.0075

Payback&
>.025

Payback&
>.0075

Payback&
>.025
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cost dummy is not surprising, given the fact that zero cost recommendations 

underperform in implementation versus non zero cost recommendations with very low 

payback periods.  The area of a plant seems to have no effect on payback periods, but log 

annual energy cost has a negative and significant effect on implementation.  Three 

vectors of dummy variables are controlled for (industry sic code, recommendation 

category, and fiscal year) and many of these dummies are significant, but the results are 

omitted from the table because there are over 4-dozen dummy variables.  Model 14 is 

identical to model 13, except it uses log cost and log savings instead of log payback.  The 

coefficients on these variables match those found in the fixed effects models, and, 

Table 15  

 

Table&22

Model&13 Model&14 Model&15 Model&16

ln(payback) /0.048***&(0.001) /0.049***&(0.001)
ln(cost) /0.053***&(0.001) /0.053***&(0.001)
ln(annual&savings) 0.037***&(0.002) 0.038***&(0.002)

ln(employees) /0.007***&(0.003) /0.006**&(0.003) /0.004&(0.003) /0.003&(0.003)
zero&cost&rec&(1=zero&cost) /0.285***&(0.000) /0.324***&(0.012) /0.171***&(0.032) /0.202***&(0.032)
ln(employees)*zerocost /0.024***&(0.006) /0.026***&(0.006)

ln(area) 0.000&(0.002) 0.001&(0.002) 0.000&(0.002) 0.000&(0.002)
ln(annual&energy&cost) /0.006***&(0.002) 0.001&(0.002) /0.006***&(0.002) 0.001&(0.002)

Industry&category&dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
Rec&category&dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year&dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes

Log/likelihood /58745 /58678 /58738 /58669
Wald&Chi^2&(df) 4306&(64) 4430&(65) 4317&(65) 4443&(66)
The&Wald&Chi^2&test&is&significant&at&the&1%&for&all&models.&&Asterisks&denote&statistical&significance&
(***=99%,&**=95%,&*=90%).&&Dependent&variable&equals&1&if&recommendation&is&adopted.&&There&are&
13,819&plants&and&88,248&recommendations.&&Marginal&effects&at&variable&means&are&given&(except&for&
dummy&variables,&which&give&change&in&predicted&probability&associated&with&changing&dummy&
variable&from&0&to&1).&&Robust&standard&errors&are&in&parentheses.

Logit&estimates&of&project&adoption&(marginal&effects&at&variable&means)

Payback Cost&&&savings Payback,&0/cost&/&
emp&interaction

Cost&&&save,&0/
cost/emp&
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interestingly, the use of cost and savings renders the coefficient on log energy cost 

insignificant, suggesting that the amount spent on energy does not actually affect 

individual adoption decisions.  The coefficient on log employees is still negative and still 

significant, but only at the 5% level, now.  Models 15 and 16 rerun models 13 and 14 

with an interaction term between the zero cost dummy and log employees.  The inclusion 

of this interaction term has a drastic effect on the coefficient on log employees, rendering 

it insignificant.  This suggests that for recommendations with non-zero costs, the level of 

employees by itself has no effect on implementation decisions.  For zero cost 

recommendations, however, the larger the plant, the less likely the plant manager is to 

accept the recommendation.	  	  

 Table 16 investigates these zero cost recommendations in greater detail.  Model 

17 includes all zero cost recommendations.  Strangely, the log predicted costs of the 

recommendations do not have a significant effect on the implementation rate.  This 

finding is so unexpected, that it lends credibility to the hypothesis that there have been 

serious errors made in either the estimation of costs by the auditors or the recording of 

their findings.  Meanwhile, the coefficient on log employees (as model 15 and 16 

suggest) is negative and significant at the 1% level, which indicates that larger sized 

plants are less likely to adopt zero cost recommendations.  Log plant area has a positive 

effect on implementation, but is only significant at the 10% level, while the energy costs 

of a plant have no significant effect.  Models 18 through 21 are designed to drop zero cost 

recommendations that are less likely to actually cost nothing by restricting the sample 

only to recommendations from Assessment Recommendation Code (ARC) categories 

that have high numbers of zero cost recommendations (see the model section for a more 
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detailed explanation).  As the models become more restrictive, the log savings variable 

comes into play (a sign that the data are more dependable).  In model 21, where 

observations are limited to those coming from ARC categories with 40% or more 

recommendation costing nothing, the coefficient on log savings is positive and significant 

at the five percent level, while the coefficient on log employees is only significant at the 

ten percent level.  Since the savings variable is only significant when the sample is 

restricted to observations that are less likely to be errors, and since the variable on 

employees is less significant in these cases, it is inferred that much of the original 

significance of that variable could be due to suspicious data.  Model 21, then, challenges 

the conclusion that size matters when plants make decisions on zero cost 

recommendations. 

Table 16 

 

Table&23

Model&17 Model&18 Model&19 Model&20 Model&21

ln(annual&savings) 0.002&(0.003) 0.005&(0.004) 0.006&(0.004) 0.008*&(0.004) 0.009**&(0.005)

ln(employees) =0.020***&(0.008) =0.017**&(0.009) =0.020**&(0.009) =0.017*&(0.068) =0.017*&(0.01)

ln(area) 0.012*&(0.006) 0.009&(0.007) 0.010&(0.007) 0.006&(0.008) 0.011&(0.008)

ln(annual&energy&cost) =0.003&(0.006) =0.006&(0.007) =0.005&(0.007) =0.007&(0.008) =0.011&(0.008)

Industry&category&dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Rec&category&dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year&dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sample&size 12,289 9,631 8,982 8,065 7,286

Log=likelihood =8143 =6364 =5958 =5350 =4819

Wald&Chi^2&(df) 467&(62) 423&(62) 371&(62) 346&(61) 339&(59)

%&ARC&zero&refers&to&the&percentage&of&recommendations&categroized&in&each&four&digit&Assessment&Recommendation&

Code&(ARC)&category&that&are&zero&cost.&&The&mean&%&ARC&zero&is&14%.&&All&ARC&categories&with&10&or&less&

reccomendations&in&the&entire&sample&(zero&or&non&zero&cost)&are&excluded.&&The&Wald&Chi^2&test&is&significant&at&the&1%&

for&all&models.&&Asterisks&denote&statistical&significance&(***=99%,&**=95%,&*=90%).&&Dependent&variable&equals&1&if&

recommendation&is&adopted.&&Marginal&effects&at&variable&means&are&given.&&Robust&standard&errors&are&in&parentheses.

Logit&estimates&of&project&adoption&(marginal&effects&at&variable&means),&only&zero&cost&recommendations

Only&if&%&ARC&

zero>14%

All&zero&cost&

recommendation

Only&if&%&ARC&

zero>20%

Only&if&%&ARC&

zero>30%

Only&if&%&ARC&

zero>40%
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 Table 17 presents the findings from models 22 through 25 which are OLS 

regressions that estimate the percent of recommendation each plant adopted.  The models 

closely resemble the models from Table 15, except the observation level is plants rather 

than individual recommendations.  Model 22 uses all recommendations to compute log 

average payback periods for each plant.  As expected, the coefficient on log average 

payback is negative, but it is only significant at the 10% level.  Log employees is not 

significant, but log area is positive and significant at the 5% level, suggesting that 

physically larger plants are more likely to adopt a greater percentage of the 

recommendations made to them.  Model 24, which uses cost and savings, presents similar 

findings.  In this model, log average cost is negative and significant, though only at the 

5% level, while log average savings is insignificant.   

Table 17 

 

Table&24

Model&22 Model&23 Model&24 Model&25

ln(avg&payback) 20.014***&(0.005) 20.029***&(0.006)
ln(avg&cost) 20.008**&(0.003) 20.016***&(0.005)
ln(avg&savings) 20.001&(0.006) 0.009&(0.006)

Number&of&recs 20.035***&(0.001) 20.049***&(0.002) 20.035***&(0.001) 20.049***&(0.002)

ln(employees) 0.004&(0.006) 0.004&(0.006) 0.004&(0.006) 0.004&(0.006)
ln(area) 20.011**&(0.005) 20.010**&(0.005) 20.011**&(0.005) 20.010**&(0.005)
ln(annual&energy&cost) 0.002&(0.005) 0.001&(0.005) 0.008&(0.005) 0.006&(0.006)

Industrial&category&dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
Rec&category&dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year&dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sample&size 13,819 13,765 13,819 13,765
F2statistic&(df) 145.90&(64) 145.20&(64) 143.68&(65) 143.51&(65)
R^2 0.177 0.177 0.177 0.176

Ordinary&least&squares&estimates&of&plant&level&%&adopted

Payback22all Payback22no&zero&
cost&recs

Cost&&&savings22
all

Cost&&&savings22
no&zero&cost&recs

The&F2test&is&significant&at&the&1%&level&for&all&models.&&Askerisks&denote&statistical&significance&(***=99%,&
**=95%,&*=90%).&&Dependent&variable&equals&proportion&of&recommendations&adopted.&Robust&standard&
errors&are&in&parentheses.
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As a robustness check, both the log average payback model and the log average 

cost and savings models are run without zero cost recommendations (all average values 

are recalculated and the 54 plants that only received zero cost recommendations are 

dropped).When the zero cost recommendations are dropped, the outcomes are more in-

line with what we would expect (models 23 and 25).  Log average payback in model 23 

and log average cost and log average savings in model 25 are all significant at the 1% 

level, and the significance of log area is somewhat reduced.  One consistent feature 

running through all of these models is that log employees is not significant.  Plant size, 

then, is unlikely to affect the percent of recommendation adopted. 

 The final results table, Table 18, presents regressions that are very different from 

all past models, as they model the outcome only of the audit, and not the decisions plant 

managers make.  Model 26 is an OLS that estimates the number of recommendations 

made during the audit.  The coefficient on log employees is positive and significant at the 

5% level, and the coefficient on log plant area is positive and significant at the 1% level.  

The coefficient on log energy cost is not only positive and significant at the 1% level, but 

is much larger than the effect of employees or plant area.  This suggests that bigger plants 

by size do tend to have more opportunities for improvement, but the biggest driver of 

more recommendations is having an energy intensive plant, which is unsurprising.  The 

positive relationship between size and number of recommendations somewhat 

undermines the argument that smaller plants have more ‘low hanging fruit’ 

improvements to make.  At the same time, it should be remembered that human auditors 

are making decisions on what things recommendations to make, and it is entirely possible 

this finding is a result of auditors trying to not overwhelm smaller plants while deciding 
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that larger plants can handle a lot more information and recommendations.  For this 

reason, the ‘low hanging fruit’ hypothesis cannot be completely dismissed.  

Table 18 

 

 Model 27 (and model 28, which omits zero cost recommendations) estimates the 

average payback of all recommendations made to a plant.  It finds that the more 

recommendations that are made, the longer the average payback will be.  The size of the 

plant in employees and in area is insignificant, however annual energy cost has a negative 

and significant at the 1% level relationship with average payback.  This, taken with the 

results of model 26, suggest that plants with high energy costs have more options open to 

them for improvement and that these opportunities will pay off sooner.  When the zero 

cost recommendation are dropped, the positive coefficient on log employees becomes 

Table&25

Model&26 Model&27 Model&28
All&recs All&recs No&zero&cost&recs

Number&of&recs 0.021***&(0.003) 0.015***&(0.002)

ln(employees) 0.082**&(0.033) 0.018&(0.011) 0.019**&(0.008)
ln(area) 0.087***&(0.028) 0.011&(0.011) 0.011&(0.007)
ln(annual&energy&cost) 0.348***(0.027) C0.077***&(0.010) C0.071***&(0.007)

Industry&category&dummies Yes Yes Yes
Rec&category&dummies Yes Yes Yes
Year&dummies Yes Yes Yes

Sample&size 13,819 13,819 13,765
FCstatistic&(df) 43.19&(62) 23.84&(63) 30.84&(63)
R^2 0.163 0.106 0.145

Estimate&of&ln(average&payback)&of&all&
recommendations&by&plant

Ordinary&least&squares&estimate&of&number&of&recommendations&made&and&average&payback
Estimate&of&#&of&recs&
made&per&plant

The&FCtest&is&significant&at&the&1%&for&all&models.&&Asterisks&denote&statistical&significance&
(***=99%,&**=95%,&*=90%).&&Dependent&variable&equals&number&of&recommendations&made&for&
models&26&and&27&and&equals&ln(average&payback)&for&models&28&and&29.&&Adoption&of&
recommendations&was&not&considered&in&computing&these&estimates.&&Robust&standard&errors&are&
in&parentheses.
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significant at the 5% level, suggesting that smaller plants are faced with 

recommendations with shorter payback periods, which lends credence to the ‘low 

hanging fruit’ for small plants hypothesis, but the coefficient is much smaller than the 

one on log energy costs.  Thus, the ‘low hanging fruit’ argument may be much applicable 

for energy intensive plants than small plants. 

Data Limitations 
 
 The data from the IAC database provide a unique opportunity to observe how 

thousands of plant managers across a wide array of industries make energy efficiency 

decisions, but the structure of how the IAC program is administered limits the power of 

the conclusions that can be drawn.  The largest limitation to examining plant size is the 

IAC’s focus on small plants.  The median plant in the sample has only 125 employees, 

and over 95% of plants has 450 employees or less.  The dataset then only provides 

variation between small and very small industrial plants.  Arguably, the more important 

comparison would include large plants of over 500 and 1000 employees, which this 

program is not catered to. 

 The size limit is not the only way selection bias has corrupted the sample.  

Participation in this audit program is voluntary, and this likely limits its applicability to 

the general population.  Plant managers who volunteer for an energy audit may be 

predisposed to adopt efficiency improvements (although the 50% adoption rate says 

otherwise), and similarly, audit centers may only pick to promote the program among 

industries that they think are likely to be receptive to their recommendations.  There is 

reason to think, then, that there are different barriers that exist in the entire population of 
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industrial plants that are not present in this sample.  Further bias could arise if the factors 

that lead a plant manager to volunteer for the program vary across plant sizes. 

 One of the key requirements for qualifying for free audits is the lack of a full time 

technical staff whose primary responsibility is energy efficiency.  If a main advantage of 

larger plants is the ability to employ this type of staff, then this requirement eliminates 

that variability.  Plant size could also be correlated with omitted variables that are not 

recorded in the IAC database.  Management structure could be a key determinant in 

adopting larger projects, and is likely correlated with plant size, and its omission from the 

dataset could bias the pooled models’ results. 

 A final source of bias is likely to be the auditors.  All cost and savings 

information is based on their projections, which are probably too optimistic.  If certain 

organizational or behavioral costs are more likely to be present for smaller plants, and if 

auditors are more likely to underestimate these costs, then variability between plant sizes 

may actually be caused by auditor error.  Auditors are also likely to only make 

recommendations that they think have a chance of being adopted.  If they notice that 

certain plants never take their advice on certain improvements, they will not make those 

recommendations.  Similarly, auditors are likely to know that plant managers have a 

limited ability to process and adopt efficiency investments whether due to bounded 

rationality or limited resources, so auditors are likely to only present them with a limited 

amount of recommendations.  If the smallest plants are more likely to be overwhelmed by 

a large amount of recommendations, agenda setting behavior will mask this variability.  

The results from Table 24 provide some evidence this may be the case, since employee 
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size does not appear to effect adoption rates, even though other models found that 

employee size may effect adoption of recommendations with similar costs and savings. 

 While the IAC database offers an unmatched volume of data on energy efficiency 

decision-making information, it is limited to specific types of plants.  In future work, it 

would be worth collecting information on a smaller but more representative sample of 

industrial plants.  Future data collection should also attempt to collect actual costs and 

realized savings, as well as estimates made by auditors. 

Policy Implications 

 The most robust (and least likely to suffer from bias) findings are from the fixed 

effects models from Tables 18-20.  The key finding is that the smallest plants, namely 

those less than 100 employees, are a little more sensitive to the costs and savings of 

energy efficiency investments.  Assuming that the costs and savings are being accurately 

measured, government could help these smallest of plants achieve an economically 

efficient outcome through targeted incentives at the margin.  This effect is not terribly 

large, however.  According to model 8, for instance, for an average recommendation, an 

increase in 10% of the payback period results in a decrease in the probability of adoption 

by 0.68% for plants with 276 to 1000 employees compared to a decrease of 0.86% for 

plants with fewer than 55 employees.   

 While size may affect some marginal decisions, size cannot account for the fact 

that 50% of recommendations go unadopted.  This suggests that either costs and savings 

are not being properly calculated, or that many other market failures that are independent 

of plant size are at work.  It would then be a mistake to limit assistance to just the 
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smallest plants.  The small difference in adoption rates at the margins does not begin to 

explain the large amount of money that is being left on the table after these audits. 

 Results from Tables 22 and 23 suggest that size may play a large role when 

energy efficiency improvements involve no cost (or at least, an auditor believes they cost 

nothing) but the models in Table 16 also suggest that these data are less reliable than 

others collected in the database, so further study is probably necessary.  Model 26 finds 

that high energy costs are related to a higher number of recommendations, but models 27 

and 28 show that those recommendations have longer payback periods.  This suggests 

that not only are there a lot of efficiency opportunities for plants with large energy costs, 

but that their longer payback periods may mean that plants will have difficulty adopting 

them without assistance.  This implies that plants with high energy costs may be the most 

cost effective candidates for government assistance.  Since this study focused on 

employee size, this dynamic is not explored as closely, so future research is likely 

needed. 

 In short, employee size does matter when it comes to sizes on the extremes of this 

sample, but it only matters marginally.  If government is looking to identify the main 

barriers to adopting improvements that auditors claim will have a large positive payback, 

size only plays a small role in explaining why almost half of recommendations go 

unimplemented. 

Conclusion 

This paper has attempted to discern the role that size has on manufacturing energy 

efficiency decisions.  Many of the hypotheses that seek to explain why adoption is not 

universal are related to or caused by small size.   The fixed effects models which use size 
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categories show that the smallest plants are more sensitive to both costs and savings than 

the largest plants, although the robustness of this finding is sensitive to excluding outlier 

observations.  These effects are not huge, but are still important, with some models 

finding an additional 0.18% drop in the likelihood of adoption from a 10% increase in the 

payback period for the smallest plants compared to the largest ones.  Still, with only a 

50% adoption rate overall, many supposedly profitable improvements are not being made 

for reasons that cannot be explained by size. 

When using pooled regressions, size does not have a significant effect on 

adoption, except for zero-cost recommendations, however it is unclear if we can trust the 

zero cost results. 

Other regressions show that employees have no effect on the percent of 

recommendations adopted, however, larger size is related to having more 

recommendations made by the auditor (although a plant’s energy costs are much more 

relevant).  Plant size, however, also is related to a larger average payback period for all 

recommendations.  It is unclear what these findings mean for how plants make decisions 

or what opportunities are available to them. 

The critical data limitation of this study is that the IAC program is restricted to 

plants below 500 employees.  More research that involves more plants with hundreds or 

even thousands of employees could reveal important size related variation that is absent 

in this sample. 
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Appendix 
 
Table A—Plant Size Category Definitions by Number of Employees 
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